Listing Of
Late Entries & Substitutes
The Reading Carriage Sale – Wednesday 3rd July 2019
As of 1st July 2019
N.B. A ‘V’ before the lot number denotes the item is subject to VAT

28

EXERCISE/COMPETITION CART built by Dartmoor Carriages to suit 12.2 to 13.2 hh; painted green
with black leather seat, and a back step.
29
LONDON TROLLEY to suit 13 to 14 hh. Painted dark blue with red, light blue and cream
decorations. The undercarriage is painted red with cream lining on pneumatic wheels and fitted
with a footbrake. Comes with shafts.
30
WAGONETTE built by Delorme Carrossier of St Flour as commissioned by Monsieur R. Vallette of
Toulaire, Cantal, France, this information being on two brass plaques attached to the main
carriage frame. The wheels need complete restoration or replacement, the carriage has all
steelwork and is basically complete regarding bodywork etc. A charming restoration project in
waiting.
31
MINIATURE LONDON TROLLEY finished in natural varnished wood, on a red undercarriage with
pneumatic tyres. Sign written Peter Balio, Fruitere with fruit decorations.
32
DOG CART to suit a pony; with stained dark brown panels with louvres to the rear, and black
ironwork. On metal wheels with disc brakes and semi-elliptic springs. Fitted with lamp brackets
and rear reflectors
33
DOG CART to suit a single or pair; with stained wooden panels to the body and black metalwork.
Fitted with back to back seating accessed via a drop-down rear panel. The undercarriage is
painted yellow with green lining on English pattern wheels, elliptic springs and brass hub caps
engraved with a maker’s name May & ?? from Guildford. Fitted with a handbrake, lamp
brackets, mud guards and metal steps. Comes with shafts and a pole.
34/35 No Lots
36
WAGONETTE built by Fahrsportkontor, Wuppertal, Germany to suit a pair of 15.2 hh plus. Here
you have a beautifully made carriage, made by the famous coach builders in Germany, where
attention to detail has been the key, this vehicle just oozes in quality and style. This carriage has
had little use, mainly been used for picnic drives, village fetes and 2 weddings. It's extremely
comfortable to drive and gives the passengers a very smooth journey, it has disc brakes and
lights and indicators which run off a leisure battery. It has always been stored in a barn, whoever
buys this will not be disappointed.
37
BRADFORD CART to suit 13 to 14.2 hh. Decorated in green and cream. Ready to work.
38
BENNINGTON EXERCISE CART to suit 12.2 hh, with adjustable shafts, parabolic springs and a
small wicker basket
39
BATESON HORSE BOX to carry two horses
40
FOUR-WHEEL CARRIAGE finished in natural varnished wood with removable canvas hood
41
WAGONETTE built by Glinkowski of Poland circa 1980’s to suit 14.2 to 17hh. The body and
undercarriage is painted dark blue with red wheels and semi-elliptic springs. Cream vinyl
upholstery for 6 passengers at the rear and two in the front. Comes with shafts. A useable
vehicle but requiring some attention
42
FOUR-WHEEL CUMBERLAND CARRIAGE
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43

TWO-WHEEL EXERCISE CART to suit 14 to 15 hh; painted black with burgundy upholstery. With
adjustable shafts. A smart vehicle but in need of some attention

SETS OF HARNESS
103 Full black/brass set of cart horse harness
with brown lining, complete with
24/25ins collar with pad, breeching and
reins
135 Complete set of single harness
155 Set of black patent PAIR breastcollar
harness with brass fittings to fit 14.2 to
15.2hh by Huskissons of Walsall; as new
156 Set of brown/brass English PAIR
breastcollar harness to fit 13.2 to 14.2 hh
CARRIAGE PARTS
193 Quantity of spanners
SUNDRIES
1199 Patent leather collar, 20ins
1216 Two bag of mixed harness (2 lots, 12161217)
PICTURES
1300 Pair of framed prints depicting stables
1301 Framed Cecil Aldin print (2 lots, 13011302)
1303 Old coaching print (6 lots, 1303 – 1308)
1309 Six large coaching prints
1318 Framed Cecil Aldin print (3 lots, 13181320)
1321 Framed racing print (2 lots, 1321-1322)
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